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ABSTRACT

COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease with high morbidity and mortality, requiring tools to support rapid
triage and risk stratification. In response, deep learning has demonstrated great potential to quicklyand au-
tonomously detect COVID-19 features in lung ultrasound B-mode images. However, no previous work considers
the application of these deep learning models to signal processing stages that occur prior to traditional ultra-
sound B-mode image formation. Considering the multiple signal processing stages required to achieve ultrasound
B-mode images, our research objective is to investigate the most appropriate stage for our deep learning approach
to COVID-19 B-line feature detection, starting with raw channel data received by an ultrasound transducer. Re-
sults demonstrate that for our given training and testing configuration, the maximum Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC) was produced by B-mode images (DSC = 0.996) when compared with three alternative image formation
stages that can serve as network inputs: (1) raw in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data before beamforming, (2)
beamformed IQ data, (3) envelope detected IQ data. The best-performing simulation-trained network was tested
on in vivo B-mode images of COVID-19 patients, ultimately achieving 76% accuracy to detect the same (82%
of cases) or more (18% of cases) B-line features when compared to B-line feature detection by human observers
interpreting B-mode images. Results are promising to proceed with future COVID-19 B-line feature detection
using ultrasound B-mode images as the input to deep learning models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The disease was first identified in
December 2019 and was declared by the World Health Organization as a pandemic in March 2020.1 After
the initial identification of COVID-19, multiple testing techniques have been employed to diagnose the disease
including the reverse transcriptase quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR),2 chest x-ray,3 chest
computed tomography (CT),4 and lung ultrasound.5,6 While RT-qPCR tests are considered accurate,2 they
require of biomolecular processing facilities, associated sample processing logistics, and an average 24-hour delay
between test administration and result delivery.7 Chest x-rays and chest CT had been used during times of surge
and/or resource limited settings when access to RT-qPCR testing was limited. Both chest x-rays and chest CT
have utility to identify and quantify pulmonary involvement, which may predict a poorer prognosis in patients
with COVID infection. Although chest x-rays are a low-cost imaging option deemed as a first-line diagnosis tool
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in urgent care centers, the procedure has been reported to have poor sensitivity.8 While chest CT is a higher-
sensitivity imaging option that is recommended for hospitalized, symptomatic COVID-19 patients,9 associated
equipment is traditionally immobile, requiring patients to be relocated and the equipment to be disinfected.10

In addition, chest x-rays and chest CTs require ionizing radiation.

Ultrasound is a mobile imaging option that does not require ionizing radiation, allowing operators to safely
perform tests at the location of the patient, thus decreasing patient-to-patient exposure. A limitation of lung
ultrasound is its operator dependence and the potential for misdiagnosis especially among inexperienced users.
When imaging lungs, possible features that can be detected include A-lines11 (i.e., horizontal reverberation
artifacts of pleura) and B-lines12 (i.e., well-defined vertical lines that arise from the pleural line and extend
indefinitely through the lung tissue). When using lung ultrasound images to determine the presence of COVID-
19, the most frequent abnormality is interstitial involvement depicted as three or more B-lines.13 Multiple
groups have demonstrated that deep neural networks (DNNs) can be employed for automated and rapid real-
time detection of B-line features,14–17 as summarized in a recent review article.18 These demonstrations promise
to speed up patient throughput in high-volume clinics and to assist less experienced users with feature detection.

There are multiple possible stages of ultrasound image formation inputs for feature detection with a DNN.
While previous work uses B-mode images, our group has demonstrated that raw channel data contains richer
information content for learning features of interest from ultrasound images (e.g., anechoic or hypoechoic
cysts).19–21 The objective of this work is to determine which stage of image formation is most appropriate
for B-line feature detection from lung ultrasound images when utilizing a modified version of our previously
reported deep learning architecture.19

In this paper, we investigate four possible processing stages in ultrasound imaging as the input to our U-Net
DNN: (1) raw in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data before beamforming, (2) beamformed IQ data, (3) envelope
detected IQ data, and (4) B-mode images. We describe our simulation training and testing parameters for each
image formation stage together with our method for quantifying DNN performance. In addition, we demonstrate
the performance of our simulation-trained DNNs on real in vivo B-mode images from COVID-19 patients.

2. METHODS

2.1 Training and testing with simulated data

After simulating raw channel data containing B-line features with the MATLAB Ultrasound Toolbox,22 the
resulting data were processed to yield the following four stages: (1) raw IQ data (2) beamformed IQ data prior
to envelope detection, (3) envelope detected IQ data, and (4) B-mode images. These data were utilized to test

Figure 1. Deep learning architecture utilized with raw or beamformed IQ data as the input and with 10 cm imaging depth.
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Table 1. Training and testing parameters for DNN models

Training Parameters Testing Parameter Value Variation in Result

DNNs 1-20:
- 10 cm imaging depth
- B-line amplitudes:
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
(5 amplitudes total)
- 5 DNNs per stage

Stage 1, 2, 3, 4
Yes
(Stage 4 is
generally best)

B-line amplitude 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 No

Imaging depth 8 cm, 10 cm, 12 cm, 14 cm, 16 cm Yes

DNNs 21-24:
- 16 cm imaging depth
- B-line amplitude of 1
- One DNN per stage

Stage 1, 2, 3, 4
Yes
(Stage 4 is
generally best)

Imaging depth 8 cm, 10 cm, 12 cm, 14 cm, 16 cm Yes

and train DNNs that were derived from a modified version of the deep learning architecture previously reported
by our group,19 which is based on U-Net architecture.23 Instead of using two decoders (one for segmentation,
one for reconstruction) as in the previously reported deep learning architecture,19 we only used one decoder for
segmentation. We also changed the input and output dimensions to match the imaging depths (10 cm or 16 cm)
and probe parameters in our simulation. Fig. 1 shows a deep learning architecture utilized with raw IQ data or
beamformed IQ data as the input when the imaging depth was 10 cm. For other processed stages and imaging
depths, the input and output dimensions were modified accordingly, and the remainder of the DNN architecture
was unchanged.

A total of 24 DNNs were trained, as detailed in Table 1, with each reported training parameter being fixed
at one value per network. For each DNN, the training set included 8,000 samples and the testing set included
2,000 samples, with half of the testing set generated by flipping the simulated images along the center lateral
image dimension. Each DNN was trained for 80 epochs using the Adam optimizer24 with a learning rate of 1e-5.
The training loss was the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) loss as described in previous work.19 The DSC score
for each test set was calculated to measure the performance of the DNN.

To investigate the effect of B-line amplitude, DNNs 1-20 in Table 1 were each tested using the testing set
containing the same B-line amplitude as the corresponding training set and with the image depth fixed at 10 cm.
To investigate the effect of imaging depth, DNNs 21-24 were each tested as the image depth was independently
varied from 8 cm to 16 cm, as reported in Table 1. In addition, four of the networks in DNNs 1-20 (i.e., trained
with 10 cm image depth and B-line amplitude of 1 for each image formation stage) were tested as the image
depth was independently varied from 8 cm to 16 cm.

2.2 Testing with in vivo data

To test our simulation-trained DNNs on in vivo images of COVID-19 patients, B-mode lung ultrasound videos
were first sourced from an online lung ultrasound repository used in previous work by Born et al.14 Of the 44
videos indicated in this repository as belonging to confirmed COVID-19 patients, 51 still image frames were
selected for testing. These image selections represent a variety of test-case scenarios, ranging from no B-lines
present in the B-mode image to multiple B-lines present. These B-line features were manually labeled to generate
the ground truth for each sample in our 51-image in vivo dataset.

This in vivo dataset was tested with the DNN trained on B-mode images containing a B-line amplitude of 1
with 10 cm image depth. After obtaining segmentation maps from the DNN, a custom computer vision algorithm
was applied to the predicted segmentation maps to remove apparent false positives, such as segmentation above
the pleural line, segmentations along the B-mode image border beyond the pleural line, and segmentation noise
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Table 2. Binary Classification definitions

Binary classification Definition

TP

At or above the DSC threshold, or when DSC equals 0,
the B-line number counted with reference to the DNN
segmentation was at least the B-line number counted
without any reference

FP

At or above the DSC threshold, or when DSC equals 0,
the B-line number counted with reference to the DNN
segmentation was less than the B-line number counted
without any reference

TN
Below the DSC threshold, the B-line number counted
with reference to the DNN segmentation was less than the
B-line number counted without any reference

FN
Below the DSC threshold, the B-line number counted
with reference to the DNN segmentation was at least the
B-line number counted without any reference

beyond the pleural line in dark regions of the B-mode image. The number of B-lines was counted with and
without referring to these post-processed segmentation maps. The accuracy of the DNN prediction was defined
as the percentage of cases where the number of B-lines present counted with reference to DNN segmentation
maps was equivalent to or greater than the number of B-lines counted without this reference. While the human
observer annotations for DNN segmentation were provided by the first author of this manuscript (B.F.), the
DNN results chosen for display in this manuscript were confirmed to be consistent with clinical practice after
professional consultation with co-author T.F.

To further quantify DNN performance on the in vivo dataset, we developed a binary classification system
using DSC score as a discrimination threshold. The definition of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true
negative (TN), and false negative (FN) in this binary classification system is outlined in Table 2. This binary
classification system was used to produce the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves by first counting
the number of B-lines in each in vivo image without referring to the DNN segmentation maps. The DNN trained
for either 1 epoch or 80 epochs was then utilized to generate segmentation maps for the 51 in vivo images
described above. The post-processed segmentation maps were then overlaid on the original image as a reference
and the number of B-lines present were recounted. Each sample was then classified as TP, FP, TN, or FN using
the definitions outlined in Table 2. The true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) for each sample
was calculated using the following equations:

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(1)

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(2)

Each result from Eqs. (1) and (2) was plotted with coordinates (FPR, TPR) to develop two ROC curves (i.e.,
one for the DNN trained for 1 epoch, another for the DNN trained for 80 epochs ROC curve). The area under
the curve (AUC) for each ROC curve was then calculated using a left-endpoint Riemann sum.

3. RESULTS

3.1 DSC scores when testing with simulated data

Fig. 2 shows plots of test DSC scores for the simulation results. Fig. 2(a) plots DSC as a function of epoch
number. Fig. 2(b) plots DSC as a function of B-line amplitude. DSC as a function of the imaging depth of test
sets for DNNs trained with 10 cm-depth images and 16 cm-depth images are plotted in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
respectively. These results are reported for each of the four image formation stages, and they demonstrate that
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Figure 2. Test DSC scores obtained for each image formation stage (a) as a function of the number of training epochs
investigated with a fixed imaging depth of 10 cm and a B-line amplitude of 1, (b) as a function of B-line amplitude with
a fixed imaging depth of 10 cm and a fixed training epoch of 80, and as functions of the test image depth with a fixed
B-line amplitude of 1, a fixed training epoch of 80, and fixed training image depths of (c) 10 cm and (d) 16 cm.

Figure 3. Example cases where the DNN trained for 80 epochs detected the same or more B-line features than the human
observer. The ground truth segmentations (blue) and post-processed DNN segmentations (red) were overlaid on input
B-mode images, with example results demonstrating (left) the DNN segmentation detecting the same B-line count of 1
as the human observer, and (right) the DNN segmentation detecting more B-lines than the human observer.

the greatest test DSC scores were generally produced by B-mode images and when the training and testing image
depths were the same. DSC scores (obtained at epoch 80) were 0.1-0.25 lower when imaging depths were ± 2
cm from the imaging depth used during training.

3.2 Translation to B-mode images of COVID-19 patients

Fig. 3 shows two example cases where the DNN trained for 80 epochs on simulated B-mode images containing
a B-line amplitude of 1 with 10 cm image depth detected the same or more B-line features than a human observer,
with segmentations from the human observer indicated in blue and DNN segmentations indicated in red.

Out of 51 cases, the DNN trained for 80 epochs detected the same or more B-line features than the human
observer in 39 cases and detected no B-line features in 6 cases for which the human observer detected at least one
B-line feature. Overall, the DNN trained on simulated B-mode images (with B-line amplitude of 1 and image
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Figure 4. The ROC curves using DSC as a discrimination threshold.

depth of 10 cm) for 80 epochs achieved 76% accuracy to detect the same (82% of cases) or more (18% of cases)
B-line features when compared to a human observer.

Fig. 4 shows the ROC curves for the binary classification system outlined in Table 2, reported for the DNNs
trained with 1 and 80 epochs. The AUCs determined from these curves are 0.70 when testing with the DNN
trained for 1 epoch and 0.80 when testing with a DNN trained for 80 epochs. These results indicate that the
DNN trained with 80 epochs is more efficient when detecting a number of B-line features that is equal to or
greater than that detected by human observers (when using DSC score as a discrimination threshold). The ideal
operating point is a DSC threshold of 0.36 and 0.12 for the DNNs trained with 1 and 80 epochs, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION

This work is the first to investigate the performance of multiple image formation stages when detecting B-line
features in the lung ultrasound images of COVID-19 patients. Although the presented U-Net implementation was
previously more successful at identifying cyst-like features in raw IQ ultrasound channel data than in ultrasound
B-mode images,19 this same finding was not achieved when detecting B-line features. Instead, when identifying
B-line features with our U-Net implementation, the B mode stage was determined to be the most efficient
processing stage among the four image formation stages investigated (i.e., raw IQ data, beamformed IQ data,
envelope detected IQ data, and B-mode images). This finding was obtained with a systematic simulation study
that incorporated multiple imaging parameters (e.g., feature amplitude, imaging depth). One possible reason for
the deviation of this result from previous results obtaining good cyst segmentation performance on raw data19 is
that cysts are defined structures, whereas B-lines represent an image artifact from tissue, rather than a feature
in tissue. Therefore, the appearance of this feature in raw channel data may be less well-defined. Future work
will investigate suitable network inputs for other lung ultrasound features of the COVID-19 disease.

Overall, we achieved an important insight that allows us to proceed with testing our DNNs on B-mode images
from COVID-19 patients. Considering that the DNNs detected the same or more number of B-lines than human
observers in 88% of the examples, this result highlights a benefit of our DNN approach to assist less experienced
physicians with identifying B-line features for COVID-19 detection and diagnosis. In the future, we will use a
similar approach to proceed with identification of other findings of COVID-19, such as pleural line abnormalities
and sub-pleural consolidations. Finally, our novel binary classification system provides a new DNN benchmark
and evaluation method for future investigations.
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5. CONCLUSION

When identifying B-line features with our U-Net implementation, we demonstrated that the greatest DSC
values were generally produced with B-mode images. The trained DNNs also performed best when tested on
imaging depths that were used during the training process, and DSC values were 0.1-0.25 lower when imaging
depths were within ± 2 cm from the training image depth. These DNNs, which were trained on simulated B-
mode images, successfully identified B-line features when tested on in vivo images of COVID-19 patients. Results
are sufficiently insightful to proceed with future COVID-19 B-line feature detection using B-mode images, with
promising implications for assisting less experienced physicians with identifying B-line features for COVID-19
detection and diagnosis.
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